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Updates to the Fenix Online Database
The Fenix Online team have once again worked industriously
throughout September. A native Russian speaker has joined the team
to give to further improvements to the Cyrillic capabilities of the
database; with much more Russian translation coming soon!

2698 MUNITIONS
12833 IMAGES
878 DOCUMENTS
325 ORGANISATIONS
55 CONFLICTS
352 EVENTS
241 EXPLOSIVE FILLINGS

1,145 UPDATED RECORDS

Over 50 munitions, 50 technical documents and 100 images have been
added to the database in the last month. These include never-seen
before Bulgarian and Russian projectiles, Chinese mines, Yugoslav
fuzes, and much more; all added with their respective technical
documents, detailed specifications and objective characteristics.
The team is constantly researching and improving our understanding of
manufacturer information and factory details. This includes analysing
photographs and in-houses stocks of hardware for factory numbers, lot
numbers and years of manufacture. The findings from this research are
added to Fenix Online on a daily basis.

WORKING SMARTER, NOT HARDER.

BOTSWANA SUCCESS!

Fenix Online takes the difficulty from intelligent munition search. As well as related items, munitions are linked
through countries of origin, conflicts and regions used in, fillings, and manufacturers. Browse through the database
to find the links between munitions you may not expect.

The team has returned from a successful deployment to Botswana during September. The team was working alongside
Norwegian People’s Aid and the Botswana Defense Force to aid the Botswanan Government in achieving their
commitment to the Convention on Cluster Munitions. As of 20th September 2018, Botswana is in compliance with the
treaty! Expect new and up to date photographs, characteristics and specifications for Russian and US cluster and
submunitions coming to Fenix Online throughout October.

FEATURED MUNITION:

PTM-1
The PTM-1 is a scatterable AT blast mine. The mine uses the MVDM
fuze, which incorporates a clockwork SD (self-destruct) mechanism
and a pyrotechnic element found at one end of the assembly.
Using the intelligent ‘Related Items’, it is simple to view details of the
fuze of this mine, as well as other associated anti-personnel landmines.

Click to read more…

WWW.FENIX-INSIGHT.ONLINE brings together the wealth of accumulated global knowledge from Fenix Insight into a powerful web-based platform.
New data and existing record updates are entered on a near-daily basis, and the platform is being constantly refined and improved, with many new
innovative features planned to make it truly groundbreaking. Email hello@fenix-insight.online for further information.

